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Abstract—Worldwide ambitions to combat climate change have
expedited the penetration of renewables and decarbonization. Mul-
tienergy systems (MES), where different energy systems are opti-
mally coordinated, have been recognized as a key element in future
low-carbon energy operations. However, MES operations involve
intense exchanges of information and control signals, thereby in-
tensify the risk of cyberattacks. Existing cybersecurity research
mainly focuses on a single-energy system, with only a few pio-
neering cybersecurity analyses for MES focusing on uncoordinated
cyberattacks. A lack of detailed discussion and analysis on the opti-
mally coordinated cyberattack targeting MES prevents operators
from accurately evaluating the potential damages of cyberattack in
MES operations. Therefore, this article first proposes an optimally
coordinated false data injection attack (OC-FDIA) against MES,
where attacks from different energy systems are coordinated to
disturb the MES operation. Then, we show that the OC-FDIA can
cause synergetic effects leading to much more severe damage than
single-system FDIAs and uncoordinated FDIAs. Further, an effec-
tive countermeasure is developed to mitigate the OC-FDIA based
on deep learning (DL). Eventually, the proposed OC-FDIA and its
countermeasures are demonstrated through integrated electricity
and gas test systems.

Index Terms—Multienergy system (MES), electricity-gas
operation, false data injection attack (FDIA), cybersecurity deep
learning, synergetic effect.

NOMENCLATURE

Sets:

linegas, linee Set of gas pipelines and electric transmission
lines.

nodegas, nodee Set of gas and electric network nodes.
nodeGW, nodeEG Set of gas well and electric unit nodes.
nodeptg, nodegfg Set of power-to-gas nodes and gas-fired-unit

nodes.
nodec Set of gas compressor nodes.
T Set of time intervals.
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Electric network:

Di,t
E Electric load.

GSF Generation shift factors.
Lmax
l , Lmin

l Upper and lower limits for electricity line
flow.

Pi
max, Pi

min Upper and lower limits for electric units.
Pi,t Generation for electric units.
rampimin, rampimax Ramping limits for electric units.

Gas network:

c, u0 Sound speed in gas pipeline and gas flow
velocity.

Di,t
G Gas load.

Dia, A, pipeline diameter and cross-section area,
dx, dt Pipeline segment length and time interval

segment.
IGW,min
i,t , IGW,max

i,t Gas well injection boundaries.
IGW
i,t Gas well injection.

f Friction factor for pipeline.
ml,to,t, ml,from,t Gas mass flow at the sending node and

receiving node.
prmin

i, , prmax
i Gas nodal pressure boundary.

pri,t Gas nodal pressure.

Energy conversion devices:

αi, βi Gas-fired unit and power-to-gas genera-
tion conversion rate.

Iptgi,t Power-to-gas units gas production.

P gfg,max
i ,P gfg,min

i Upper and lower limits for gas-fired units.
P ptg,max
i , P ptg,min

i Upper and lower limits for power-to-gas
units.

P ptg,e
i,t , P ptg,g

i,t Power-to-gas units power generation for
electricity and gas.

P gfg,e
i , Dgfg

i sV al Gas-fired unit generation and gas con-
sumption.

Attack and countermeasure:

Me,d
i,t ,M

g,d
i,t ,M

g,ρ
i,t Value of LR-FDIA, GD-FDIA,

and GL-FDIA.
qe,di,t , q

g,d
i,t , q

g,ρ
i,t Attack ability of LR-FDIA, GD-

FDIA, and GL-FDIA.
ΔP def

i,t ,ΔProdefi,t Mitigation value at defending
electric unit and gas well.

ΔP def,max
i,t ,ΔProdef,max

i,t Boundaries of mitigation value.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The Paris Agreement of 2015 has driven worldwide efforts to
limit greenhouse gas emissions and mitigate climate change. The
U.S. has assembled task forces to reach 100% carbon pollution-
free electricity by 2035 and achieve net-zero emissions by 2050
[1]. The E.U. has published the European Climate Law, making
the commitment to a 55% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
legally binding [2]. Decarbonization will play a key role in the
success of such efforts [3].

While there are a number of decarbonization technologies in
development, one stands out as an especially promising solution:
the multienergy system (MES) [4]. A MES supports the smooth
transition of energy among different energy vectors, driving the
future energy system towards reduced reliance on fossil fuels and
embracing renewable resources. At present, the high-penetration
of gas-fired generations (GfGs) and the deployment of power-to-
gas (PtG) technology have already imposed strong interdepen-
dency between power and gas systems operation, planning, and
control. Under MES coordination, different energy networks,
such as power and gas, can fully utilize energy conversion
devices to improve energy efficiency.

The MES operation breaks down the barrier in energy op-
erations and information flow among different energy systems,
but this interconnection also intensifies the risk of cyberattacks.
The notorious cyberattacks on the Ukraine power system in
2015 [5] and the colonial pipeline cyberattack on the U.S. gas
sector in 2021 [6] both caused significant economic losses in
power and gas systems, respectively. A MES deployment would
potentially escalate the impact of such cyberattacks since the
coupling between different energy systems is much stronger.
For example, the cyberattacks on Ukraine’s power system may
endanger natural gas system operations under MES framework.
Single-system cybersecurity analysis is inadequate for analyzing
MES cybersecurity, but cybersecurity analysis on MES is an
under-investigated research area. Relevant research works are
summarized and categorized in the next subsection.

B. Literature Review

The MES concept is defined in [7] as multiple energy systems
that optimally interact with each other at various levels, such
as the city or country level. References [8] and [9] provide
comprehensive reviews on MES operations and demonstrate the
impressive potential of MES in achieving decarbonization.

Existing MES research can be broadly divided into three
categories: advanced modeling, efficient optimization, and co-
herent market structures. In the first category, various MES
operation models have been proposed. Reference [10] illus-
trates the limitation of the steady-state gas flow model and
provides a convex relaxation scheme for the MES operation
model considering gas flow dynamics. References [11] and [12]
propose two new linearized MES operation models reflecting
gas flow dynamics. References [13] and [14] focus on integrated
heat and electricity operations considering heat dynamics and
system planning, respectively. In the second category, efficient
optimization techniques are applied to solve a MES operation

model. In [15] and [16], the MES operation model is optimized
by heuristic algorithms and distributed algorithms, respectively.
The last category aims to analyze the market settlement and
scheme for MES. References [17] and [18] capture the mar-
ket equilibrium in integrated electricity-heat and electricity-gas
systems. Reference [19] proposes a locational marginal price
formulation to settle the transaction in integrated electricity-heat
operations. The above literature has been selected as represen-
tative of each of the MES research categories. Detailed reviews
of MES research can be found in references [8] and [9].

Despite the large body of MES research, MES cybersecurity
remains under-investigated. Existing cybersecurity research fo-
cuses mainly on a single-energy system, particularly on power
systems. References [20] and [21] propose and investigate the
impact of congestion pattern attacks and transmission line-rating
attacks in power system operations, respectively. References
[22], [23], and [24] provide detailed modeling, analysis, and
countermeasures to power system load redistribution (LR) at-
tacks. References [25] and [26] establish a market-level defense
and analysis against power system false data injection attacks
(FDIAs). Similarly, natural gas systems rely on the SCADA
system, which introduces vulnerabilities from cyberattacks. Ref-
erence [27] proposes an undetectable FDIA on gas system
measurement data. Reference [28] provides online-learning de-
tection against FDIAs in natural gas and power systems.

However, the single-energy system cybersecurity research
described above is inadequate for MES cybersecurity due to
the strong coupling among different energy systems in a MES.
A few pioneering cybersecurity studies have shifted the focus
to MES. Reference [29] proposes the first FDIA on gas systems
targeting gas load and gas density in MES operations. Reference
[30] proposes a robust MES dispatch model to ensure the stable
integrated operation of the power and heat system under cyber-
attacks. Reference [31] analyzes the propagation/ripple effect of
cyberattack under the MES framework considering power and
heat systems. Reference [32] proposes a class of FDIAs targeting
natural gas demand and analyzes their impact on power systems
under MES operations. Reference [33] proposes learning-based
detection against cyberattacks targeting energy conversion de-
vices in integrated power and gas system operations. Reference
[34] proposes a trilevel defense strategy against transmission
lines and gas pipeline attacks in integrated power and gas system
operations. Reference [35] focuses on disconnecting gas-fired
power plants by manipulating MES measurements. Reference
[36] coordinates the energy and transportation system to prevent
FDIAs in MES operations. The existing MES cybersecurity
analysis has been mainly focused on analyzing the effect of
FDIA in a single-energy system on the overall MES operation
and a resilient coupling between different energy systems. Due to
a lack of comprehensive cybersecurity analysis on the synergetic
effect among FDIAs in different energy systems, the MES
operators may significantly underestimate the potential damage
caused by cyberattacks.

C. Motivations and Contributions

This article proposes an optimally coordinated FDIA (OC-
FDIA) strategy and corresponding mitigation scheme for future
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MES operator to analyze synergetic effect among FDIAs in dif-
ferent energy systems. The detailed contributions are presented
as follows:
� Existing MES cybersecurity research has mainly focused

on analyzing the propagation effect of cyberattacks in a
MES, such as how attacks on one energy system impact
another energy system. To the best of our knowledge, this
article is the first attempt to analyze the synergetic effect
of cyberattacks on MES operations. Coordinated FDIAs
in different energy systems could cause more damage
(i.e., synergetic effect) than the simple sum of the damage
caused by FDIAs in different energy systems individually.
The analysis on the OC-FDIAs provides MES operators
a better understanding on the impact of FDIAs in MES
operations.

� This article provides a countermeasure for MES operators
to mitigate the synergetic effect in coordinated FDIAs
in different energy systems. Based on the deep learning
(DL) technique, the mitigation decision can be determined
efficiently and effectively. Further, this article analyzes and
mitigates the OC-FDIA for MES operations considering
the characteristics of gas flow dynamics, which provide a
more accurate cybersecurity analysis for MES operations.

D. Paper Organization

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
presents a MES operation model considering gas flow dynamics.
The detailed mathematical model of the proposed OC-FDIA is
described in Section III, followed by a comparison with tradi-
tional FDIAs. Section IV develops a mitigation scheme against
the proposed OC-FDIA. Section V provides simulation studies
demonstrating the proposed OC-FDIA and countermeasures.
Finally, Section VI summarizes the conclusion and discusses
potential directions for future studies.

II. MES OPERATION MODEL CONSIDERING GAS DYNAMICS

The large share of GfGs and the increasing deployment of PtG
technology has made the coordination between power systems
and natural gas systems one of the most promising ways to
improve energy efficiency. Therefore, the MES in this article
consists of a power system and a gas system with flexible
energy transition units (i.e., GfGs and PtG technology). The
detailed MES operation models are described in the following
subsections.

A. Gas Network Model Considering Gas Flow Dynamics

Electricity is delivered instantaneously in an electricity grid,
but gas flow could take hours to travel from source to demand
in a gas network requiring spatio-temporal representations [10].
Under the isothermal conditions, (1) and (2) describe the gas
flow dynamics through a set of partial differential equations.

∂

∂t
p(x, t) +

4c2

πD2

∂

∂x
m(x, t) = 0 (1)

∂

∂x
p(x, t) +

4

πD2

∂

∂t
m(x, t) +

∂

∂x
p(x, t)u2(x, t)

= − 8fc2

π2Dia5
m2(x, t)

p(x, t)
(2)

Then, a finite difference method is applied to approximate the
solution to (1) and (2) as in (3) and (4) based on [11] and [39]. The
finite difference method demonstrates a good balance between
model complexity and solution efficiency. Every pipeline in
the gas system is segmented by Δx, and each time interval is
segmented byΔt based on pipeline physical characteristics. The
criteria of Δx and Δt selection can be found in [10].

pri+1,t+1 + pri,t+1 − pri+1,t − pri,t

+
c2dt

dxA
(ml,to,t+1−ml,from,t+1+ml,to,t+1−ml,from,t) = 0,

∀i ∈ nodegas, ∀t ∈ T (3)

1

A
(ml,to,t+1 +ml,from,t+1 +ml,to,t+1 +ml,from,t)

+
dt

dx
(pri+1,t+1 − pri,t+1 + pri+1,t − pri,t)

+
fu0dt

4DA
(ml,from,t+1+ml,to,t+1+ml,from,t+ml,to,t) = 0i,

∀i ∈ nodegas, ∀l ∈ linegas, ∀t ∈ T (4)

mi,from,t,mi,to,t ≥ 0i, ∀i ∈ Linegas, ∀t ∈ T (5)

For each pipeline segment, (3)–(5) are modeled to represent
the gas flow dynamics.

In addition to gas flow equations, gas system state variables are
restricted within a certain range due to physical characteristics
and security considerations. The upper and lower limits for the
gas well supply and gas node pressure are shown in (6) and (7).
The gas compressor is modeled in (8) [10], where the nodal
pressure can be increased up to Г times at the compressor node.

IGW,Min
i,t ≤ IGW

i,t ≤ IGW,Max
i,t , ∀i ∈ nodeGW , ∀t ∈ T (6)

prmin
i ≤ pri,t ≤ prmax

i , ∀i ∈ nodegas, ∀t ∈ T (7)

prmin
i ≤ pri,t ≤ Γprmax

i , ∀i ∈ nodec, ∀t ∈ T (8)

The gas system nodal mass flow balance is formulated in (9).

IGW
i,t +Ip2gi,t −Dgas

i,t −Dg2g
i,t +

∑
L

ml,to,t −
∑
L

ml,from,t=0,

∀i ∈ nodegas, ∀t ∈ T (9)

B. Power Network Model

A common power system economic dispatch model is shown
in (10)-(14) [37]. The DC optimal power flow (OPF) is con-
sidered to formulate the power system network constraints,
instead of AC optimal power flow, for simplicity. Constraint
(10) ensures the overall power balance. Constraints (11)–(14) set
the boundary for generator outputs, power flow, and generator
ramping, respectively. The presented power system model with
DC power flow is common in many MES studies, such as in [29]
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and [34].∑
i

Pi,t −
∑
i

DE
i,t = 0, ∀i ∈ nodee, ∀t ∈ T (10)

Pmin
i ≤ Pi,t ≤ Pmax

i , ∀i ∈ nodeEG, ∀t ∈ T (11)

Nb∑
i=1

GSFl−i(Pi,t −DE
i,t) ≤ Lmax

l ∀l ∈ linee, ∀t ∈ T (12)

Nb∑
i=1

GSFl−i(Pi,t −DE
i,t) ≥ Lmin

l ∀l ∈ linee, ∀t ∈ T (13)

rampmin
i ≤ Pi,t − Pi,t−1 ≤ rampmax

i , ∀i ∈ nodeEG, ∀t ∈ T
(14)

C. Energy Conversion Devices

Bi-directional energy conversion devices couple the power
system and gas system to enhance energy efficiency. The GfG
unit consumes gas to generate electricity, which is described
by (15). The conversion coefficient αi represents the energy
conversion relationship and device efficiency. The generation
limits of GfG units are restricted by (16) [11].

Dgfg
i,t = αiP

gfg
i,t , ∀i ∈ nodegfg, ∀t ∈ T (15)

P gfg,min
i ≤ P gfg

i,t ≤ P gfg,max
i , ∀i ∈ nodegfg, ∀t ∈ T (16)

The PtG unit consumes electricity to produce natural gas.
For example, surplus renewable energy could be converted to
hydrogen gas through polymer electrolyte membrane electroly-
sis technology. The relationship between the produced gas and
consumed power can be represented by (17). The subscripts k
and i indicate that the PtG unit converts energy from bus i in the
power system to node k in the natural gas system. The generation
limits of PtG units are restricted by (18) [11].

Iptgk,t = βiP
ptg,g
i,t , ∀i ∈ p2g (17)

P ptg,min
i ≤ 1

βi
Iptgi,t + P ptg,e

i,t ≤ P ptg,max
i , ∀i ∈ nodeptg (18)

D. Overall MES Operation Model

The overall objective of the MES operation model is to
minimize the supply cost, as shown in (19). The power system
operation cost consists of conventional unit costs, and PtG unit
costs for electricity generation. The gas system operation cost
consists of gas well costs and PtG unit costs for gas generations.

min
∑
t

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

∑
i

Ci,t(P
TU
i,t ) +

∑
i

Ci,t(P
ptg
i,t )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
PowerSystem

+
∑
i

Ci(I
ptg
i,t ) +

∑
i

Ci(I
GW
i,t )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
GasSystem

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(19)

Subject to

Gas system constraint (3)− (9)

Power system constraint (10)− (14)

Conversion devices constraint (15)− (18)

The operation constraints in power systems, gas systems, and
conversion devices are described above. MES operators solve
the above optimal dispatch model to determine optimal power
system and gas system dispatches.

In summary, this section describes the operation model of a
MES consisting of a power system and a natural gas system. The
proposed attack strategy against MES operation is presented and
analyzed in the next section.

III. OPTIMALLY COORDINATED FDIAS AGAINST MES
OPERATIONS

The proposed OC-FDIA is a bilevel optimization model,
where the attacker is modeled at the upper-level, and the overall
MES operation model is placed at the lower-level. The attacker
selects the most effective attack paths in MES operations target-
ing different energy systems.

A. Upper-Level Attacker Model

Various cyberattack paths in power systems have been pro-
posed and demonstrated in the literature, such as LR attacks in
[22]. A few cyberattack paths in gas systems have also been
investigated, such as gas load attacks (GL-FDIAs) and gas den-
sity attacks (GD-FDIA) [29]. By proposing the OC-FDIA, where
individual system FDIAs are coordinately launched, this article
aims to provide an analysis on the synergetic effect of FDIAs in
different energy systems. In other words, the attacker’s knowl-
edge, assumption, goals, and entry points of these individual
FDIAs remain unchanged, but the attacker has comprehensive
information on these individual attacks for coordination. The
OC-FDIA provides new attack decisions leading to synergetic
effects, which cause more severe disruptions in the overall MES
operation compared with the sum of the loss caused by individual
FDIAs. The OC-FDIA model considers the most common types
of FDIAs in power and gas systems: LR attacks [22], GL-FDIAs
[29], and GD-FDIAs [29]. Other types of attacks can be easily
added based on the interests of future researchers.

The LR attack is modeled through (20), (21) based on [22].
Constraint (20) limits the attack magnitude ensuring that it is
a stealthy attack. Constraint (21) ensures that the total load is
unchanged.

− qe,di,t D
E
i ≤ Me,d

i,t ≤ qe,di,t D
E
i,t, ∀i ∈ nodee, ∀t ∈ T (20)∑

i

Me,d
i = 0, ∀i ∈ nodee, ∀t ∈ T (21)

Similar to the LR attack, the GL-FDIA and GD-FDIA are
modeled in (22)–(24) based on [29]. Different from the attack
presented in [29], which considers a steady-state gas flow model,
this article includes gas flow dynamics. Therefore, the gas den-
sity impacts the value of the gas pressure as in (24), instead
of the Weymouth coefficient. In this article, we consider the
attacker’s objective to damage the operation cost (19), but any
other objectives can be integrated similarly.

− qg,di,t D
G
i,t ≤ Mg,d

i,t ≤ qg,di,t D
G
i,t, ∀i ∈ nodegas, ∀t ∈ T (22)
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0 ≤ Mg,ρ
i,t ≤ σg,ρ

i,t ρ
g,ρ
i,t , ∀i ∈ nodegas, ∀t ∈ T (23)

pri,t = pri,t + c2Mg,ρ
i,t , ∀i ∈ nodegas, ∀t ∈ T (24)

B. Lower-Level MES Operation

Considering the LR attack, GL-FDIA, and GD-FDIA, normal
MES operation model is disturbed. The power balance constraint
remains the same because attack constraint (21) restricts the
sum of LR to 0. The power flow constraints (12), (13) become
constraints (25), (26). Although the total generation remains the
same, an effective LR attack changes the marginal pattern of
economic dispatches.

Nb∑
i=1

GSFl−i(Pi,t −DE
i,t +Me,d

i,t ) ≤ Lmax
l , ∀l ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T

(25)

Nb∑
i=1

GSFl−i(Pi,t −DE
i,t +Me,d

i,t ) ≥ Lmin
l , ∀l ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T

(26)

The gas flow (3) and (4) are reformulated to (27) and (28)
under the GD-FDIA.

pri+1,t+1 + pri,t+1 − pri+1,t − pri,t

+ c2(Mg,ρ
i+1,t+1 +Mg,ρ

i,t+1 −Mg,ρ
i+1,t −Mg,ρ

i,t )

+
c2dt

dxA
(ml,to,t+1−ml,from,t+1+ml,to,t+1−ml,from,t)=0

, ∀i ∈ nodegas, ∀t ∈ T (27)

1

A
(ml,to,t+1 +ml,from,t+1 +ml,to,t+1 +ml,from,t)+

dt

dx
[pri+1,t+1 − pri,t+1 + pri+1,t − pri,t

+c2(Mg,ρ
i+1,t+1 −Mg,ρ

i,t+1 +Mg,ρ
i+1,t −Mg,ρ

i,t )
]

fu0dt

4DA
(ml,from,t+1 +ml,to,t+1 +ml,from,t +ml,to,t) = 0,

∀i ∈ nodegas, ∀l ∈ linegas, ∀t ∈ T (28)

The gas nodal pressure boundary constraint is reformulated
to (29).

pri
min

i ≤ pri + c2Mg,ρ
i,t ≤ pri

max
i, ∀i ∈ nodegas (29)

The gas nodal balance (9) is reformulated to (30) under the
GL-FDIA.

IGW
i,t + Iptgi,t −Dgas

i,t −Dg2g
i,t −Mg,d

i,t +
∑
L

ml,to,t

−
∑
L

ml,from,t = 0i,

∀i ∈ nodegas, ∀t ∈ T (30)

The overall OC-FDIA model is shown in (31), and it is a
bi-level optimization model, whose solution algorithms have

Fig. 1. Individual energy system FDIAs.

been widely discussed in literature, such as [26]. By consid-
ering multiple types of FDIAs in different energy systems,
the optimization model provides an optimal FDIA combination
targeting MES operations.

max(19)

Subject to

Attack constraint (20)− (24)

ME,d
i,t ,MG,d

i,t ,MG,ρ
i,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Attack decision

∈ arg

{
Lower - level problem:
(5), (6), (10), (11), (14), (25) − (30)

}
(31)

C. Comparisons Between Single-System FDIAs, Uncoordina-
ted FDIAs, and the OC-FDIAs

The above subsection proposes an OC-FDIA strategy to an-
alyze the synergetic effect caused by FDIAs in different energy
systems. This subsection will discuss the difference between
single-system FDIAs, uncoordinated FDIAs, and the OC-FDIA
from the perspective of concept and modeling. The case study in
Section V will numerically describe the severity of the synergetic
effect by OC-FDIA.

1) Traditional Single-System FDIAs: This category of FDIA
has a minimal impact on other energy systems in general.
For example, if a LR attack happens to a power system, the
disturbance could be entirely covered by conventional units,
and the gas system operation would not be impacted. Even if
the attack disturbed the GfG units, causing a change ΔdG

i,t

in gas consumption, the MES operation model tries to cover
the ΔdG

i,t at minimal cost, decreasing the impact, as shown
in Fig. 1. Further, the cybersecurity analysis for single-system
FDIAs generally models the impact within its energy system,
even if the FDIA affects the operation of other energy systems.

2) Uncoordinated FDIA in MES Operations: This category
of FDIA disturbs multiple energy systems, but the impact may
not be significant. For example, if a LR attackΔdE is launched to
increase the operation cost, which changes the generations and
gas consumption of a GfG unit. An FDIA ΔdG on gas systems
may lower the gas supply price for the GfG unit (e.g., switch
from PtG to gas well). Then, the effectiveness of ΔdE decreases,
although the ΔdG also damages MES operation. Without co-
ordination, FDIAs on different systems may neutralize each
other’s attack objective, as shown in Fig. 2. The cybersecurity
analysis model for uncoordinated FDIAs in MES operations has
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Fig. 2. Uncoordinated FDIAs.

Fig. 3. Structure of OC-FDIA.

limited ability to investigate the synergetic effect of FDIAs and
underestimates the impact of cyberattacks in MES operations.

3) The OC-FDIA: Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of the OC-
FDIA, where the FDIA on power systems is strategically coor-
dinated with an FDIA on gas systems to cause more damage.
Considering the same scenario when a ΔdE increases the gen-
erations and gas consumption of a GfG unit, the FDIA ΔdG

may try to switch the gas supply of a GfG unit from the gas
well to PtG, increasing the operation cost. It is worth noting
that the mathematical formulation for any individual attack may
appear to be similar to the proposed OC-FDIA and traditional
uncoordinated FDIAs. However, there is a significant difference
that the proposed OC-FDIA combines different attack models
to coordinate with each other, while traditional uncoordinated
FDIAs design attack strategy separately and uncoordinatedly.

In summary, the cybersecurity analysis for conventional
single-system FDIAs and uncoordinated FDIAs present lim-
ited implications on the synergetic effect in MES operations.
However, the proposed OC-FDIA will simulate the coordina-
tion among different FDIAs providing an accurate analysis on
synergetic effect in MES operations.

IV. COUNTERMEASURE TO THE PROPOSED OC-FDIA

This section develops a countermeasure to mitigate the pro-
posed OC-FDIA.

A. Countermeasure Model Formulation

The countermeasure adjusts the dispatch to mitigate the
OC-FDIA by perturbing the boundary of the operation model.
Without the mitigation action, the attacker freely applies the
OC-FDIA model to achieve maximum damage to the system.
With the mitigation action, the OC-FDIA deviates from the
optimal solution, which decreases the damage. The mitigation

strategy represents a robust MES dispatch result, where the OC-
FDIAs are unable to cause the expected damage. Defending units
are selected to perform the mitigation actions, and perturbation
variables are restricted, as shown in (32), (33). The ΔPi

def and
ΔProidef are the boundaries of perturbations on defending units.
The MES dispatch is also perturbed by the mitigation actions,
as shown in (34) and (35).

ΔP def,max
i ≤ ΔP def

i ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ nodeE,def (32)

ΔProdef,max
i ≤ ΔProdefi ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ nodeG,def (33)

Pmin
i ≤ Pi,t ≤ Pmax

i +ΔP def
i , ∀i ∈ nodee,def , ∀t ∈ T

(34)

IGW,Min
i,t ≤ IGW

i,t ≤ IGW,Max
i,t +ΔProdefi ,

∀i ∈ nodeg,def , ∀t ∈ T (35)

The overall mitigation model is a two-stage optimization
model, as shown in (36) and (37). The mitigation action is
determined at the first stage to minimize the no-attack loss, and
the mitigation effectiveness is realized at the second stage. The
following three factors are considered in the model to ensure a
practical implementation of the proposed countermeasure.
� First, mitigations result in robust operations decreasing the

impact of cyberattacks, but they inevitably deviate normal
MES operations from the optimal dispatch. This means that
when there is no attack, mitigations induce loss to normal
MES operations. In an ideal situation, mitigation strategies
are only applied when an attack happens, which means
the “no-attack loss” is 0. However, defenders/operators
generally cannot accurately foresee when an attack will
happen. Experienced operators are more likely to estimate
the possibility of being attacked instead of sensing the exact
time of attack directly. Therefore, the proposed counter-
measure is modeled to maximize the mitigation ability (36)
and minimize the no-attack loss (37). A list of mitigation
actions is provided to operators to choose based on their
preference.

� Second, the defender hardly knows the capability of the
attackers until the operation has already been damaged, and
attackers hardly know the mitigation actions before they
launch attacks. Defenders anticipate potential OC-FDIAs
under different attack abilities (e.g., variable q), without
knowing the exact value. Attackers anticipate the MES
operation without knowing the mitigation action. There-
fore, the mitigation strategy is a two-stage model instead
of a Stackelberg model. The first stage determines the
mitigation action (36). The second stage (37) realizes the
effectiveness of the mitigation action against the OC-FDIA.

� Third, mitigation is achieved by perturbing the boundary
of defending units to disturb the solution of the OC-FDIA.
The perturbation of defending units is always negative to
ensure feasibility, and defending units are selected from
base units, which are generally dispatched at maximum.
Operators should select defending units as little as possible
to decrease the no-attack loss.
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Fig. 4. Overall process of the applied DNNs.

First stage: determination of mitigations

ΔP def
i ,ΔProdefi

min⇒
Decrease

[
MES operation model(19)

(3)− (5), (7)− (10), (12)− (18), (34), (35)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

No−attack Loss

Subject to

Perturbation constraint (32) , (33) (36)

Second stage: realization of mitigation abilities

ΔP def
i ,ΔProdefi

min⇒
Mitigate

E

[
OC− FDIAmodel(31)
(34), (35) ⇒

replace
(6), (11)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Mitigation Effectiveness

(37)

B. Solution Methodology

The proposed countermeasure (36) and (37) is a two-stage
model with a bilevel optimization integrated at the second stage
requiring expensive computations. We apply the deep learning
(DL) technique to facilitate the optimization process because
the bilevel models at the second stage impede model-based al-
gorithms from returning a timely solution. General descriptions
of the deep neural network (DNN) model, including the active
function and affine transformation function can be found in [40].

Two DNNs are trained and applied to quickly approximate the
optimal solution of (36) and (37). The overall process is shown in
Fig. 4. First, a comprehensive search DNN (CS-DNN), is trained
to replace the mapping from the first-stage mitigation action
to the second-stage mitigation effectiveness. The training data
consists of a group of mitigation samples generated uniformly
according to constraints (32) and (33), a group of mitigation
effectiveness under different attackers, and a group of no-attack
loss by solving (36) and (37) based on generated mitigation
samples. The DNN mapping is almost instantaneous. Therefore,
the well-trained CS-DNN is used to give a comprehensive search
over a large number of randomly generated mitigation samples.
Among a large amount of output, the optimal solution can be
identified as the best value of the sum of (36) and (37). Further,
a list of suboptimal solutions is also available as the minimal
no-attack loss (36) and maximum mitigation effectiveness (37).

Second, a local search DNN (LS-DNN) reverses the input-
output relationship of the CS-DNN, which means that the LS-
DNN is trained with the value of mitigation effectiveness and
no-attack loss as input and with mitigation actions as output.
As such, the well-trained LS-DNN will output mitigation ac-
tions that correspond to the given mitigation effectiveness and
no-attack loss. It is worth noting that the input data for the
well-trained LS-DNN needs to be close to the training set to
ensure mapping accuracy. Therefore, for each optimal solution
from the CS-DNN, a small perturbation is applied to increase
the value of mitigation effectiveness and decrease no-attack
loss value. The increased mitigation effectiveness and decreased
no-attack loss are applied as input to the LS-DNN, which returns
a corresponding new mitigation action. If the mitigation action
returned from the LS-DNN provides a better no-attack loss
and mitigation, then the solution from the LS-DNN is used.
Otherwise, the solution from the CS-DNN is used.

In summary, the CS-DNN provides a comprehensive random
search over the solution space since the DNN mapping is ex-
tremely fast and the number of defending units is small. The
LS-DNN aims to progress around the solution returned from
the CS-DNN. Through the two DNN approximations, operators
are provided with a speedy tool to determine mitigation actions.
The mitigation effectiveness is shown in section V.B, and the
training of the DNNs are described in the Appendix.

V. CASE STUDY

In this section, numerical studies are performed to demon-
strate the proposed OC-FDIA and its countermeasure. The sim-
ulation is performed on a widely used MES case consisting of
an IEEE 39-bus New England test system [30] and a 14-bus gas
system [38]. The simulation is also performed on an integrated
IEEE 118-bus test system [41] with two 14-bus gas systems [38]
for demonstrations on large test systems. Detailed parameters
can be found in [30], [38], and [41]. Simulation runs were
performed in MATLAB 2017 on a laptop with an Intel i7-8650U
processor and 16 GB RAM.

A. Analyses of OC-FDIA in MES Operations

1) Significant Loss Caused By the Proposed OC-FDIA: In
this study, the damage caused by the OC-FDIA is compared with
conventional single-system FDIAs and uncoordinated FDIA
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TABLE I
LOSS CAUSED BY OC-FDIAS, SINGLE-SYSTEM FDIAS, AND UNCOORDINATED

FDIAS

strategies. The attacker is assumed to be able to launch attacks
on all of the electricity and gas buses under the attack budget
constraint. The single-system FDIA is considered an optimal
FDIA in the power system alone and an optimal FDIA in the gas
system alone with the same attack penetration level as the OC-
FDIA. Although single-system FDIAs inject false data into one
energy system, they generally cause propagation/ripple effects,
which means that the other system is impacted through energy
coupling in the MES. The uncoordinated FDIA strategies are
considered to be the combination of single-system FDIAs. The
penetration abilities of the LR attack, GL-FDIA, and GD-FDIA
gradually increase with a maximum value of 26%. The operation
cost loss caused by the OC-FDIA, single-system FDIA, and
uncoordinated FDIAs are compared in Table I.

Overall, the OC-FDIA is expected to cause 83.1%, 374.7%,
and 33.1% more loss than the two single-system FDIAs and un-
coordinated FDIA. The OC-FDIA leads to more severe damage
than other FDIAs in Table I. It is worth noting the difference
between the loss caused by the OC-FDIA and other attacks
sharply increases with the attack ability. When the attack ability
is low, the difference between the loss caused by the OC-FDIA
and other attacks is less significant. For example, when the
attack ability is 5%, the loss caused by OC-FDIA is only 2.7%
more than the loss caused by the uncoordinated FDIA, but
the loss difference increases to 43.5% when the attack ability
is increased to 25%. In short, the OC-FDIA can cause much
more severe damages than conventional FDIAs, and the impact
of the OC-FDIA sharply increases when the attacker is more
competent because higher attack abilities offer more room for
FDIAs in different energy systems to coordinate.

Further, the loss caused by uncoordinated FDIAs is generally
not equal to the sum of the loss caused by two single-system
FDIAs, although the considered uncoordinated FDIA is a combi-
nation of the two single-system FDIAs. When the attack ability is
as low as 5%, loss caused by uncoordinated FDIA equals the sum
of the loss caused by two single-system FDIAs (i.e., the value of
column 5 equals the sum of the value of column 3 and column 4).
The reason is that the FDIAs may not lead to propagation/ripple
effects when attack ability is low, which means that the FDIA
on one system does not impact the operation of another system.

When the attack ability is higher, the propagation/ripple ef-
fects emerge. The loss caused by an uncoordinated FDIA could
be less than the sum of the loss caused by two single-system
FDIAs (i.e., the value of column 5 is less than the sum of

Fig. 5. Synergetic effect of the proposed OC-FDIA.

the values of column 3 and column 4), such as the third row
in Table I. The reason is that the propagation/ripple effects
could cancel the impact of each other without coordination
between FDIAs. However, the OC-FDIA coordinates FDIAs by
utilizing the propagation/ripple effects to maximize the dam-
age to MES operations. The above observations show that the
propagation/ripple effects are vital for the proposed OC-FDIA
to cause more damage than other FDIAs.

2) Propagation Effect of the Proposed OC-FDIA: The prop-
agation/ripple effects from the OC-FDIA are analyzed next.
The OC-FDIA consists of two FDIAs targeting power and gas
networks, which are defined as IN-FDIA representing the FDIA
in power and gas network, respectively. The two IN-FDIAs are
different from previous single-system FDIAs, and they are the
FDIAs that the OC-FDIA injects into different energy systems.
Fig. 5 compares the propagation/ripple effects of the proposed
OC-FDIA, where the two IN-FDIAs are injected together, with
the propagation/ripple effects when the two IN-FDIAs are in-
jected separately. Although the false data value of the OC-FDIA
is the same as the two IN-FDIAs, the coordination by the
OC-FDIA causes more damage.

The green area in the upper subplot of Fig. 5 represents the
extra loss caused by the OC-FDIA over the loss of the sum of two
IN-FDIAs. The extra loss increases with the increasing attack
ability percentage. The green area represents the extra 40.3%
loss by the OC-FDIA.

Next, we examine the propagation effect from power system
to gas system and from gas system to power system individually.

B. Countermeasure to the Proposed OC-FDIA

1) Effectiveness of the Mitigation Against OC-FDIA: Two
low-cost units are selected as defending units for perturbations:
a power unit at electricity node 31 and a gas well at gas node
4. Based on operators’ experience, the attack with penetration
ability from 2% to 26% occurs with the same probability, and
they can launch attacks at electricity nodes 7, 23, and 29 and gas
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Fig. 6. Mitigation effectiveness and no-attack loss.

TABLE II
MITIGATION ACTION LIST

nodes 11 and 14. The applied DNNs find the optimal mitigation
to perturb the boundary of the two defending units by 7.6% and
5.5%, respectively. The training and accuracy for the applied
DNNs can be found in the Appendix section. The result of
mitigation effectiveness and no-attack loss are shown in Fig. 6.

Under the mitigation action, the effectiveness of the OC-FDIA
is decreased by 43.4%, as shown in the green area, which largely
discourages attackers from launching such attacks. The loss
under mitigation is similar when penetration is less than 14%,
which means that mitigation can always achieve a desirable
value, but when penetration is higher than 14%, the mitigated
loss increases along with the loss of the OC-FDIA. It is worth
noting that mitigation actions induce loss to normal operations
when there is no attack, as shown in the yellow area of Fig. 6, but
the no-attack loss is considerably smaller: only 3.9% of normal
operations. Therefore, mitigation provides an operation solution
to largely mitigate the OC-FDIA attack without sacrificing large
losses on normal operations.

Further, operators may have different preferences on the bear-
able no-attack loss and the desired mitigation. A list of mitigation
actions can be generated by applying the DNNs rapidly. Four
different mitigations are provided in Table II. Mitigation 2 In Ta-
ble II is showcased in Fig. 6 while the other three mitigations are
not graphed due to space limit. If the operator can bear a higher
no-attack loss, mitigation effectiveness can be higher. However,
mitigation effectiveness may increase in a much slower pace
than attack effectiveness. For example, when the no-attack loss
increases almost ten times (i.e., from 1.3% to 12.3%), mitigation
effectiveness only increases 30% (i.e., from 37.1% to 48.6%).
Operators can apply different mitigation actions from the list
based on their preferences.

Fig. 7. Synergetic effect of the proposed OC-FDIA of large test systems.

Fig. 8. Mitigation effectiveness and no-attack loss of large test systems.

C. Demonstration on Large Test Systems

Similar to the above 39-bus New England test case, the OC-
FDIA targeting this large test system contains two coordinated
FDIAs targeting power and gas networks, respectively.

The results of the OC-FDIA are shown in Fig. 7. With an
increase in attack ability, the loss incurred by attacks increases
correspondingly. A 24% increase in attack ability led to an
extra 1335.6% loss. It can be seen from the green area that
the OC-FDIA causes much higher losses to the system due
to the synergetic effect, which can lead to up to 86.1% extra
losses. Further, the synergetic effect increases with attack ability.
The reason is that a higher attack ability gives attackers more
flexibility to coordinate, and when the attack ability is low, there
is less room for coordination. Compared with the previous small
test case, the magnitude of losses caused by the OC-FDIA has
largely increased, as well as the synergetic effect. The lower two
plots in Fig. 7 compare the impact of OC-FDIA with the impact
of two IN-FDIAs on electric and gas system, respectively. It is
observed that the operators may significantly underestimate the
potential impact of cyberattacks without analyzing the potential
coordination and synergetic effect between different FDIAs.

The mitigation effectiveness is shown in Fig. 8. The defending
scheme finds that the optimal mitigation decision is to perturb
the boundary of the three defending units by 8.2%, 3.5%,
and 10.3%, respectively. The effectiveness of the OC-FDIA
decreases by 78.5%, as shown in the green area, which will
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essentially discourage attackers from launching such attacks.
The no-attack loss amount is 6.2%, as shown in the yellow area.
The mitigation effectiveness for this large system is stronger than
the small system, although the no-attack loss increased from
3.9% to 6.2%. If the decision-maker considers the no-attack
loss too high, the no-attack loss can be tuned down by reducing
the upper limit in (32)-(35) at the cost of reducing mitigation
effectiveness.

It is worth noting that this large case study does not draw
different or new conclusions but only with an increase in the
magnitude of loss caused by cyberattacks to show the severity
of OC-FDIA and the effectiveness of the mitigation scheme.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this article is the first work to provide a de-
tailed investigation and countermeasure on the potential damage
caused by coordinated cyberattacks targeting MES operations.
An OC-FDIA model is proposed, where FDIAs on different
energy systems are coordinated to cause greater damage. Then,
a countermeasure to the proposed OC-FDIA is developed to
mitigate the damage based on DNNs. A list of mitigation actions
has been provided for operators, which compromises between
mitigation effectiveness and no-attack loss. The severity of
the proposed OC-FDIA and the effectiveness of the developed
countermeasure are demonstrated and discussed analytically and
numerically.

Future works may focus on analyzing the sensitivity of the
proposed OC-FDIA in MES operations.

VII. DISCLAIMER

This article was prepared as an account of work sponsored by
an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United
States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their em-
ployees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any
legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness,
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States
Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of
authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those
of the United States Government or any agency thereof.

APPENDIX

The training and accuracy of applied DNNs are shown in
this Appendix. Two thousand mitigation samples were generated
uniformly between zero and the upper limit in (32) and (33).
The feasibility region for both defending units is sliced into 10
pieces, which gives 100 combinations. For each combination, 20
samples are generated, which results in 2000 mitigation samples.
Models (36) and (37) are solved for each mitigation sample to
obtain the corresponding value of mitigation effectiveness and
no-attack loss, which forms the training dataset. The training

Fig. 9. Accuracies of the CS-DNN and LS-DNN.

accuracy and MES loss of the two DNNs are shown in Fig. 9.
The accuracy rates of CS-DNN and LS-DNN in the test dataset
(i.e., 500 test samples) are 99.4% and 98.6%, respectively.
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